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Overview

• Problem Statement
• Theoretical framework
• Research question
• Conclusions



Problem statement

• Widespread SDI initiatives in the 
governmental sector, high ambition

• Acknowledgement of the importance of 
organisational aspects by SDI-experts

• Mostly studied by SDI experts
– General statements not tangible
– Specific advices not integrated



Problem statement

• Focus on organisational “software”
• Ignoring the underlying and determining

“hardware”
• and the related slowness of

organisational change



Division of labour? An example

• Situation
– Party at your home
– Dishwasher out of order
– 3 volunteers to do the dishes

• Emergence of a division of labour
– 1 washes
– 1 dries
– 1 puts away 

= functional division of labour



Division of labour? An example

• New situation:
– different types of kitchenware need specific 

treatment 
• Other division of labour

– 1 washes, dries and puts away champagne flutes
– 1 washes, dries and puts away dishes
– 1 washes, dries and puts away pots and pans

• process-oriented division of labour. 



Summary

• No ‘one best way’ of organizing
– Tasks characteristics
– External demands

• Two main ways of labour division
– Functional
– Process-oriented 

• Always ‘cut and paste’
– Cut: division
– Paste: coördination, information exchange, …



Changing demands
>> 50/60 
Efficiency: focus on costs of separate tasks

>> 90 Innovation: focus on demands of 
individual customers

>> 70 
Quality: focus on quality of process chain

>> 80
Flexibility: focus on organisational flexibility

and

and

and

Combination of
demands

and
>> 00 Sustainability



Division of labour:
an SDI example

• Example: 
• Agency for Geographic Information in 

Flanders
– Mission: “Ensuring the optimal use of 

geographic information in Flanders”
– Internal division of labour is functional and 

bureaucratic



Organisation chart AGIV
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Some characteristics

• Hierarchical structure
• Functional units
• Business processes cross unit 

boundaries
• High need for coördination and 

consultation



Production processes*
Process 1
Process 2
Process 3

* Fictitious examples as illustration



Why?

• Maybe because AGIV is part of an old 
bureaucratic government organisation? 

• AGIV was only funded in 2004
– externalised agency
– new organisation structure
– new offices, … . 



Theoretical framework

• Modern sociotechnical systems approach
(MST)
– Organisations and production processes = 

social systems
• Result of decisions
• Interaction with environment

– Focus on structures: division of labour
– Individual people are not part of these social

systems



Structures?

• Performance of a musician
– Structural aspects, despite

volatility of individual
performance:

• Score describes certain
patterns to be expected

• ‘Biographical’ facts can be
depersonalised, e.g. training.



Theoretical framework

• Network theory
– Network of production

processes
– management of the 

complexity of their
interdependencies



Hypothesis

Hypothesis: modern, process-oriented, 
network-based organisational forms are 
better suited to deal with SDI-related
demands of flexibility and innovation
than traditional, bureaucratic and 
functional divided ones.



Research question

“What is the impact of choices concerning 
the division of labour, within and 
between government organisations in 
Flanders, on their capacity to adopt SDI 
to enhance organisational 
performance.”



Summary

• Which organisational structure fits the 
best to implement a successful SDI?

• Which organisational changes are 
needed to implement a performant SDI?



Capacity and opportunity

• Capacity: ‘can they do it?’
• Opportunity: ‘do they want it?’

– Structural changes of the division of labour
will affect the division of power as well.

– Actual SDI-adoption depends on a prior 
question regarding the opportunity of SDI



Identifying the bottlenecks

• Different 
objectives of 
– “the SDI”
– Partnerships
– Organisations
– Sub-organisa-

tional units…



Example: metadata collection

• AGIV (SDI-coördinating agency)
– Aspires to manage all metadata of the 

partners
• SDI member organisations

– Wants customized meta-information
– Use own (primitive but effective) 

metadata system
– Lack time needed for metadata input
– Metadata publication seen as loss of 

control



Conclusions

• SDI conceived in a ‘organisation-neutral’ way, but need to be put 
into practice among and within organisations

• A better understanding of the relation between the organisational 
‘hardware’ and SDI capacity contributes to the development of 
effective SDI’s. 

• Design of new organisational units and collaboration networks using 
innovative organisational principles.

• Participation and integration of existing organisations and inter-
organisational structures. These are relatively stable. 

• SDI initiators aware of this organisational slowness, can take this 
into account when developing their strategies.



Vragen?

ezra.dessers@soc.kuleuven.be
http://www.spatialist.be/
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